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Abstract
Thermoplastics aremost commonly used in industrial and consumer products. The growing interest
inmaking them lightweight is always a priority in industrial practices. Investigations on thermoplastic
based closed cell foamswall thickness variations for dynamicmechanical analysis (DMA), and
crystallinity are scarce. The present study investigates storagemodulus, lossmodulus, damping,
and%crystallinity as a function of glassmicroballoon/high-density polyethylene (GMB/HDPE)
foamwall thickness and volume fraction variations. Crystallinity percentage variation inHDPE and
their foams are analyzed throughDSC traces. GMBs aremixedwithHDPE in plasticorder, and
subsequently, GMB/HDPE composite blend is compressionmolded. Varyingwall thickness (particle
density variations)GMBparticles across three different volume fractions (20, 40 and 60%) are
prepared. Storagemodulus, lossmodulus, and damping are observed to be increasing with particle
wall thickness and volume fraction as compared toHDPEmatrix resin. ThickwalledGMBparticle
with the highest GMB content registered enhanced storagemodulus compared to thinwalled ones at
lower temperatures. DMAproperties increase with increasingwall thickness. Damping is noted to be
less sensitive than the storage and lossmodulus. Crystallinity is observed to be decreasing with
increasingwall thickness andGMBcontent. Higher crystalline phase contributes towardsDMA
properties at lower filler loadings while higherwall thickness plays a vital role at higherfiller content.

Introduction

Closed cell foams are realized by embedding hollowmicrospheres in thematrix resin. The hollow structure of
microballoonsmakes them closed cell foams [1]. These hollowmicroballoons permit to tailor-make the
properties across two configurations namelywall thickness and volume fraction variations, and hence, they offer
flexibility in designingmaterials for awide range of applications. This featuremakes themmore attractive and
noteworthy [2]. Further, these closed cell foams also offer superiormechanical properties coupledwithmoisture
absorption [3] andfind their application in buoyancymodules for submarine components [4, 5]. Favorable
properties and lightweightnessmake themmost suitable and sought aftermaterial in aerospace andmarine
sectors [6]. These closed cell foams are alsowidely used as a core in sandwiches owing to their better compressive
strength and higher stiffness [7]. Hollowmicroballoons that define foambehavior are available in the spherical
formof carbon, glass,fly ash cenospheres, expandable polymers, and ceramics [8–13]. The design and
development of lightweightmaterials for weight-sensitive structures is changed since glassmicroballoons
(GMBs) aremanufactured in the 1960s [2]. Development of thermoplastic foams for sports, electronics,
transportation, leisure and aerospace is always on priority by polymer industries. EngineeredGMBs can be
effectively embedded in thermoplastics and is a potential inexpensive candidate constituent with better
mechanical properties like dimensional stability, lower dielectric constant, reduced thermal conductivity, heat
distortion resistance and highermodulus [14, 15]. In comparisonwith othermicroballoonsGMBs are inorganic
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andmore versatile [16–18]. Compressionmoldingmachines can exploit these GMBbenefits if infused in
compliant thermoplastics in developing lightweight components for weight sensitive applications.

Closed cell foams arewidely investigated in the recent past [19–21]. Enhancement in storage and loss
modulus is observed by Zeltmann et al [22]with fly ash cenospheres addition in thermoplastics. Thermally
stable foam is realizedwith 5 °C enhancement in threshold storagemodulus as compared tomatrix. Increasing
temperature increases damping.Microballoons addition results in 14%–66% lower damping compared to resin
exhibiting post Tg higher storagemoduli [23]. Improvement in loss and storagemoduli until 30weight%of the
cenosphere is reported byDas and Satapathy [24]. Further, they noted increasing storagemoduluswith filler
content at sub-zero temperatures. Nonetheless, such an enhancement is absent at elevated temperatures. GMB
content addition is not directly proportional to storagemoduli, as reported byTagliavia et al [25]. GMBwall
thickness effect in thermosetting resin is explored by Lin et al [26], wherein they noted that filler loading is less
sensitive to thermal stability. Damping enhancementwith filler addition is observed byGu et al [27], attributing
to higher frictional damping and the hollow structure ofmicroballoons. Temperature rise decreases storage
modulus [28]. Thermoplastics being reusable,mouldable, and recyclable aremost preferred for engineering and
semi-structural applications. Automotive parts, Jerry can cap, end caps for closure, square base attachment for
pipes, and storage bins aremade from themost widely consumedHDPE [29, 30]. Imbibing relatively
inexpensiveGMBs inHDPE resin through compressionmoldingmight lower thermoplastic consumption in
addition to exhibiting better DMAproperties and hence needs to be addressed towiden their possible structural
and engineering applications.

The thermal transition of polymermaterials is primarily characterizedusingDMA.Constituents interfacial
bonding, blendmiscibility, and associatedproperties are analyzed using theDMA technique [31–40]. The utility of
this technique is explored further in recent investigations forheterogeneousmaterials aswell [41–43]. Storage and
lossmoduli are correlated to themicrostructure of thematerial in these studies.Nonetheless, comprehensiveDMA
investigations on the influenceofwall thickness in closed cell thermoplastic foamsdeveloped through compression
molding arenot available in the literature. In thepresent study,GMBs are dispersed inHDPEusing a compression
molding route. Both the constituents are used in as-received condition.DMAproperties are investigated in
temperature sweepmode, and the influence ofGMBwall thickness and volume fraction is analyzed for damping,
storage, and lossmodulus. Further, crystallinity studies are carried out to correlatewithDMAproperties.

Materials andmethods

GMBs as hollow fillers of grades SID200, SID270, and SID350 in as received condition having average diameters
of 53, 50, and 45 μmand the correspondingwall thickness of 0.716, 0.925, 1.080 μmare procured from
TrelleborgOffshore, USA. These different density particles (200, 270, and 350 kg m−3) are dispersed in the
HDPEmatrix (180M50 grade) supplied by IOCL, India, in∼3 mmdia. granular form. It hasMFI (190 °Cand
2.16Kg), density (23 °C), tensile yield strength, elongation at yield, flexuralmodulus, shoreDhardness and
Vicat softening point (10 N) respectively of 20 g m/ 10 min (ASTMD1238), 950 Kg m−3 (ASTMD1505),
22 MPa (ASTMD638), 12% (ASTMD638), 750 MPa (ASTMD790), 55 (ASTMD2240) and 124 °C (ASTM
D1525). Plasticoder is used for blendingGMBs andHDPEmatrix and are subsequently compressionmolded to
form sheets. Processing details are available in [44]. HYYY-ZZ convention is used for naming the samples (H:
HDPE, YYY: density, ZZ: GMBvolume%). Three particle densities (figure 1)with volume fractions (20, 40 and
60%) results in a total of nine closed cell foam types. Plasticoder plasticizesmatrix resin at 160 °C intowhich the
required amount ofGMBs is added. Screw rotations in plasticoder are optimized for theminimumbreakage of
GMBs during processing. Earlier works do not report screw speed optimization [45]. GMB/HDPEblends as
produced by plasticoder are compressionmolded to 165×165×3.2 mm3 sheet by applying 5MPa pressure at
160 °C for 10 minMolded sheets are cooled for 30 min before their removal [44]. The processing parameters

Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) 200 (b) 270 and (c) 350 Kg m−3 density particles.
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used are presented in table 1. Experimental (ASTMD792-13) and theoretical (rule ofmixture) densities of closed
cell foams vary forH200,H270 andH350 in the range of 847–608, 845–642, 853–672 (average offive replicates)
and 800–500, 814–542, 830–590 kg m−3 respectively for 20–60 volume%GMBs inHDPEmatrix. DMA8000
(Perkin Elmer, USA) is used forDMA (dual cantilevermode, 35 mmspan length, strain control configuration,
and constant frequency of 1 Hz) of specimen 50×10×3 mm3 restrictingmaximumdisplacement to 25 μm.
Dynamicmechanical analysis is conducted in temperature and frequency sweepmode. Temperature is ramped
from35 to 150 °C at a rate of 5 °Cmin−1.Melting of samples is prevented by terminating the test at 20 MPa
storagemodulus. In the frequency sweep testing, the temperature is stepped from35 to 150 °C in increments of
5 °C.At each temperature step the specimen is soaked for 5 min to ensure thermal equilibrium. The dynamic
properties aremeasured at 20 discrete frequencies logarithmically spaced between 1 and 100 Hz at each
temperature step. At leastfive specimens of each type are tested in this phase. Due to large number of samples
(three different wall thicknesses across three varying volume fractions), results of 1 and 100 Hz are presented in
themanuscript. Storagemodulus, lossmodulus and damping factor (Tanδ) are noted for aminimumof five
samples, and average values are presented for analysis. Heat of fusion, crystallinity andmelting point ofHDPE
and their foams is carried out byDifferential scanning calorimetry (DSC6000, Perkin Elmer, USA). For each

Table 1.Processing parameters utilized in the present work.

Parameters Plasticorder

Compression

molding

Mold temperature (°C) — 160

Heating zone temperature (°C) 190 160

Screw speed (rpm) 10 —

Pressure (MPa) — 5

Holding time (min) 5 10

Cooling time (min) 2 30

Total cycle time (min) 10 135

Figure 2. (a)Representative SID350GMBs used in the present work (b) freeze-fracturedmicrograph of a representativeH350-60
showing a uniformdistribution ofmicroballoons (c) poor interfacial bonding between the as received constituents and (d) schematic
interface diagramof the constituents.
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measurement a sample of 5 mg is taken in hermitically sealed aluminiumpan having volume of 10 μl. Test is
carried out in the temperature range of 0–180 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °Cmin−1 in nitrogen atmosphere. The
crystallinity of all the samples is determined using,

=
D
D

´X
H

H
100 1c

m

m*
( )

where,DHm* is 293 J g
−1 [46].Micrography is carried out using JSM6380LA, JEOL, Japan post JFC-1600 sputter

coating.

Results and discussions

Representative SID350GMBs used in the present work are presented infigure 2(a). GMBparticles are spherical
and have a smooth and defect-free exterior surface. Freeze-fracturedmicrograph of a representativeH350-60
showuniformdistribution ofmicroballoons inHDPEmatrix (figure 2(b)). Both the constituents, i.e. GMB and
HDPE are used in as-received condition, i.e. without any surface treatment and is evident in the formof no
interfacial bonding between the constituents (figure 2(c)). Figure 2(d)presents schematic interface digram [47]
of theGMB/HDPE showingHDPE crystallites and amorphous regions. GMBparticle breakage is inevitable as
GMB reinforcedHDPE closed cell foams are processed high shearmixers like plasticoders. During the
fabrication of these closed cell foams, someGMBparticles are fractured during blending in plasticoder [44].
Experimental densities are higher than the theoretical ones, as observed in the preceding discussion.Higher
particle breakage is very obvious in the highest filler loading due to greater particle to particle interactions.
The highest GMBbreakage is observed inH200-60 foam.GMB failure at 60 vol.% for all the three particles
(200, 270, and 350 kg m−3) varies within the close range of 12.2%-17.76%. This observation signifies shear
forces developed in theHDPEmatrix are independent of wall thickness at higher filler loadings. Particle failure
opens up the void space within the intact GMB, allowing theHDPEmatrix to occupy the space alongwith
particle debris, if any. Density reduction is not achieved as anticipated (theoretical density) owing toGMB

Figure 3. Storagemodulus of (a)H200 (b)H270 and (c)H350 foams at 1 Hz.
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Table 2. Storagemodulus and damping parameter ofHDPE and their foams at lower and higher frequencies.

Sample type
1 Hz 100 Hz

50 °C 80 °C 120 °C 50 °C 80 °C 120 °C

¢E (MPa) tan δ (×10-2) ¢E at (MPa) tan δ (×10-2) ¢E (MPa) tan δ (×10-2) ¢E (MPa) tan δ (×10-2) ¢E (MPa) tan δ (×10-2) ¢E (MPa) tan δ (×10-2)

H 900.31±17.98 13.60±0.001 501.51±10.01 18.52±0.003 221.02±4.40 28.13±0.005 1025.52±15.89 14.74±0.002 591.79±9.23 19.57±0.001 274.21±5.69 31.01±0.003

H200-20 1001.08±18.60 12.89±0.001 581.09±11.60 14.37±0.002 261.15±5.60 25.66±0.005 1099.88±16.81 15.03±0.002 613.77±12.47 25.98±0.001 321.39±4.44 33.63±0.004

H200-40 1081.28±19.98 13.40±0.002 619.37±12.40 15.22±0.003 261.80±5.20 26.13±0.005 1295.43±12.57 15.84±0.002 760.73±10.75 30.66±0.004 380.61±7.89 35.72±0.005

H200-60 1081.28±22.05 13.42±0.003 621.34±12.37 15.34±0.003 294.25±5.86 28.12±0.005 1389.29±19.24 15.97±0.001 872.46±12.42 33.88±0.002 393.25±6.32 39.02±0.007

H270-20 1101.03±19.96 12.86±0.002 581.15±11.60 14.69±0.003 281.05±5.60 26.63±0.005 1298.31±18.45 16.11±0.001 957.71±10.23 30.91±0.001 408.13±7.58 34.52±0.002

H270-40 1198.04±23.98 13.46±0.002 881.51±17.61 15.26±0.002 331.46±6.40 27.34±0.005 1476.57±24.01 17.54±0.002 916.76±16.74 33.67±0.004 429.89±6.14 36.85±0.004

H270-60 1351.04±27.01 14.52±0.003 881.23±17.60 16.50±0.003 321.52±6.81 28.64±0.006 1498.31±25.42 18.56±0.001 957.71±16.58 38.91±0.004 458.13±5.46 41.52±0.003

H350-20 1181.72±23.61 12.56±0.002 751.06±15.00 15.33±0.002 281.72±5.61 28.12±0.006 1410.12±23.12 16.95±0.002 1077.47±13.59 31.41±0.003 428.05±6.66 36.62±0.004

H350-40 1204.49±23.96 13.46±0.004 801.50±16.01 15.52±0.001 339.18±6.61 28.66±0.006 1609.61±21.75 18.25±0.002 976.68±15.26 34.81±0.001 444.99±4.58 38.88±0.006

H350-60 1481.63±29.61 14.73±0.003 901.83±18.01 17.62±0.004 349.34±6.96 31.52±0.006 1930.05±27.24 19.65±0.004 1168.17±17.59 39.34±0.002 467.07±6.58 46.05±0.004
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breakage. Nonetheless, cheaper components can be easily realized as relatively expensiveHDPEmatrix is
replaced by inexpensive GMBparticles. Further, thoughGMBbreakagemight compromisemechanical
properties, non-load bearing cheaper lightweight components can still be realized. Developed closed cell foams
promise significantweight reduction (10%–36%), making themworth investigating forDMAproperties.

Figure 3 shows the representative set of storagemodulus for 30–150 °C temperature range. The temperature
of the glass transition forHDPE is approximately -110 °C [48]. Experiments are conducted across the rubbery
region. Phase transitions are not observed as step changes/peaks are absent about dynamic properties variations
with temperature. Higher foam storagemodulus, as compared toHDPE, is seen from figure 3 and table 2. An
increase in the filler content increases storagemodulus, though the difference betweenHYYY-40 andHYYY-60
is not significant, particularly at higher temperatures. From table 2, it can be observed that the standard
deviations of these compositions overlap at the three selected reference temperatures.

The inclusion of highermodulusGMB increases the stiffness leading to higher storagemodulus. The storage
modulus is sensitive to the temperature. Storagemodulus rise is relatively higher with increasing glass
microballoon content at lower temperatures than at elevated temperatures. ThickwalledGMBparticle with the
highest GMBcontent registered higher storagemodulus compared to thinwalledGMB foams at a lower
temperature, whichmight be due to the higher energy absorption capabilities of thickwalledmicroballoons.
GMB content hasmore influence on storagemodulus thanwall thickness. H350-60 foam exhibits 64.64, 79.98,
58.32%and 88.20, 97.39, 70.33% rise in storagemodulus respectively at 1 and 100 Hz at three reference
temperatures (50, 80, and 120 °C) as compared to neatHDPE. Increasing frequency increases storagemodulus
for higherfiller content andwall thickness.Wall thickness variations is observed to bemore prominent as
compared tofiller content.With an increase in temperature, storagemodulus decreases asmatrix flows
plastically beyond its softening temperature (124 °C). A significantly higher fraction of broken particles at higher
particle loadingmay be responsible for a lack of stiffening effect. It is also observed that the closed cell foams can
withstand approximately 5 °Chigher temperatures before the storagemodulus drops below the 20MPa
threshold.

Figure 4. Lossmodulus of (a)H200 (b)H270 and (c)H350 foams at 1 Hz.
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Lossmodulus results are graphed infigure 4. Aswith storagemodulus, the lossmodulus is higher at all
temperatures for foams and increases with higher particle content andwall thickness. Lossmodulus is observed
to be highest forH350-60 as compared to other closed cell foams (69.23%) and neat resin (80.45%). The peak
found in lossmodulus is at around 50 °C, corresponding to theα-relaxation inHDPE [48]. The peak appears at
higher temperatures with increasing particle loading, whichmay indicate an increase in the crystallinity due to
hollowparticle infusion in compliantHDPEmatrix. Hence, crystallinity estimation needs to be carried out, and
results are presented in the latter part of the discussion. GMB content has amore prominent effect on loss
modulus thanwall thickness.

Figure 5 and table 2 presents Tanδ for the chosen temperature range at 1 and 100 Hz. Except forH350-ZZ,
particularly at higher temperatures, all of the closed cell foams have lower damping parameters than the virgin
HDPE at all temperatures at a lower frequency. The damping parameter ofHYYY-60 foams is comparable to
HDPE at all the selected temperatures. At higher frequency all the foams registered superior performance as
compared to neatHDPE.Highest Tanδ is noted forH350-60 at 120 °C, i.e. belowVicat softening point (124 °C).
Tanδ is less sensitive to the hollow particle content than the storage and lossmoduli. The damping parameter is
observed to be increasing with increasing wall thickness andGMB content. Thickwall GMB reinforcedHDPE
exhibited higher damping among the other foams (table 2). Tanδ is predominantly influenced byGMBcontent
than thewall thickness variation. The developedH350-60 foams synthesized by the compressionmolding route
is having higher storage and lossmodulus coupledwith higher damping. Such a foam,when deployed for
structural components, results in 29.26%weight saving and hence can be successfully used inweight-sensitive
applications.Mechanical property characterization ofGMB reinforcedHDPE foams, as dealt in the present
work, gives valuable insight for amaterials designer to select themost appropriate configuration. An increase in
filler content decreases the density implying promisingweight-saving potential. GMB/HDPE foams achieved
36% (H200-60)weight saving in the virginHDPE in addition to replacing the expensivematrix. These foams
exhibit high stiffness toweight ratio. The inclusion ofmuch stiffer GMBs in theHDPEmatrix changesmaterial
behavior fromductile to the brittlemode [44] and can be supported by crystallinity estimations.

Figure 5.Tanδ of (a)H200 (b)H270 and (c)H350 foams at 1 Hz.
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Crystallinitymeasurement is carried out for as receivedHDPE,HDPE, and their foamsusingDSCanalysis
(figure 6). For comparative analysis, variation in crystallinity is also reported for injectionmoldedHDPE.There is
no significant change in themelting point ofCM (compressionmolding)HDPEas compared to as received and
PIM (polymer injectionmolding) sample (table 3). However, there is a considerable change observed in the
crystallinity of PIMandCMsample compared to as-receivedHDPE.Melting temperature for as receivedHDPE is
noted to be 130.4 ºC,which is slightly increased to 130.45 °Cand 130.50 ºC, respectively, for PIMandCMsamples.
Similarly, the crystallinity ofHDPE risen from50.4 to 62.5%and67.1% for PIMandCMsamples respectively
(table 3). Change inmelting temperature and crystallinity indicates the rearrangement of polymer chains. It is a
well-known fact that the crystallinity ofHDPEvarieswith processing conditions such as temperature, cooling rate,
etc. Themelting temperature ofHDPE foams gets shifted to a slightly higher temperature as compared toCM
HDPE except for lowdensity particles at lowerfiller contents. Besides, the%Xc ofHDPEdecreasedwithGMB

Figure 6.DSC traces of (a)HDPE (b)H200 (c)H270 and (d)H350samples.

Table 3.DSC results ofHDPE and their foams.

Sample type

Melting temperature

(Tm) %crystallinity (Xc)

As receivedHDPE 130.4 50.4

PIMHDPE 130.4 62.5

CMHDPE 130.5 67.1

H200-20 129.9 49.9

H200-40 130.9 41.1

H200-60 131.0 32.5

H270-20 129.9 47.0

H270-40 130.8 39.7

H270-60 131.7 30.1

H350-20 131.2 44.5

H350-40 131.6 38.2

H350-60 131.8 28.1
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inclusion. Crystallinity decreased furtherwith increaseddensity and volume fraction of thefillers. Thismay be
attributed to the fact that owing toGMB infusion in theHDPEmatrix, themolecular structure ofHDPE interrupts
the nucleation and ordering of polymer chains during the cooling cycle of the process. Such hindering ofHDPE
chainmobility affects the crystallinity andHDPE crystal size [49, 50]. Filler additions have an influence over
crystallinity alongwith processing routes utilized to synthesize such foams.

Crystallinity decreases while damping, storage, and lossmodulus increasedwith increasingwall thickness
andGMBcontent. As crystallinity decreases, amorphous content in the foams increases (table 3). In the
amorphous phase, polymer chains do not have restrictions for theirmobility thereby absorbs vibrations and
relaxes. On the other hand, in crystalline phase polymer chains are tightly packed, relaxations are highly
restricted. The amorphous phase plays a role in relaxation, whereas the crystalline phase takes care of rigidity.
Inclusion of stiffer GMBs increases foammoduli. Further, GMBs act as an anchor to polymer chains particularly
at higher filler loading compensating stiffness loss due tofiller breakage. At lowerfiller loadings, a higher
crystalline phase contributes towardsDMAproperties, while higher wall thickness and amorphous content
influence foamwith the highest GMB content. Crystallinity decreases with increasing wall thickness. Thismight
be probably due to the availability ofmore glassmaterial in the thicker spheres, which could enhance heat
dissipation by the polymer chains leading to faster solidification causing lower crystallinity. The combo effect of
survived particles with higher amorphous content results in the highest DMAproperties inH350-60 closed cell
foamsmaking them suitable for structural components inweight-sensitive structures subjected to dynamic
loadings.

Conclusions

Developed closed cell foams promise significantweight saving potential (10%–36%). Foamdensity reduces with
increasingGMB content and increases with increasing wall thickness. Cheaper components can be realized by
GMB incorporation in a relatively expensiveHDPEmatrix. Storage and lossmodulus increases withwall
thickness andGMB content. NeatHDPE registered lower storage and lossmodulus as compared to foams.
ThickwalledGMBparticle with the highest GMB content registered higher storagemodulus compared to thin
walledGMB foams at lower temperatures. Lossmodulus is observed to be highest forH350-60 and is 80.45%
higher compared to neat resin. Damping factor (Tanδ) increases withwall thickness and filler content. Tanδ is
less sensitive to the hollowparticle content than the storage and lossmoduli. H350-60 foam registered highest
Tanδ, storage, and lossmodulus. Increasing stiffness due to the incorporation of stiff GMBparticles leads to such
an observation, which is also affirmed by crystallinitymeasurements. NeatHDPE sample exhibits the highest
crystallinity of 67.8% as compared to all other closed cell foams. The percentage of crystallinity decreases with
increasingfiller content and particle wall thickness. Among foams, the lowest and highest crystallinity values are
shownbyH350-60 (26%) andH200-20 (51%), respectively. H350-60 closed cell foamhaving 29.26%weight
saving potential registered better performance as compared to other closed cell foams and neatHDPE. Such
foams can be utilized for developing structural components with higher specificmechanical properties with
lower carbon footprints (reduced polymer consumption).
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